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0.7(Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3–0.26SrTiO3-0.04BaTiO3 (0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT) ceramics was chosen as the base material, and x mol. % 
MnCO3 (x = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) was externally introduced to investigate its effect on the phase structure, microstructure, 
dielectric and ferroelectric properties for energy storage. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis revealed that no diffraction 
peak location shifting but intensity weakening can be observed with manganese doping amount, indicating manganese did 
not enter the crystal lattice but form glass phases and/or impurities. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis showed 
that manganese doping promoted grain growth, and some liquid or precipitated impurity particles were found at grain 
boundaries, which was consistent with the results of XRD. Manganese doping can effectively suppress the dielectric loss near 
room temperature of the ceramics. When the doping amount of MnCO3 was 0.5 mol. % and the applied electric field was only 
60 kV∙cm-1, the optimal recoverable energy density and efficiency of the ceramics were 0.63 J∙cm-3 and 65 % respectively, 
presenting a valuable solid state energy storage ceramic capacitor material.

INTRODUCTION

 With the rapid development of electronic devices 
towards miniaturization, light weight and integration, it 
is urgent to find capacitor materials with high recoverable 
energy storage density [1, 2]. Basically, the recoverable 
energy storage density of dielectric material per unit 
volume γ can be evaluated by the integral formula (1) 
according to the polarization-electric field hysteresis 
(P-E) loops.

(1)

in which E is the applied field, P is the polarization, 
Ps is the saturated polarization (normally alternative 
to maximum polarization Pmax), and Pr is the remnant 
polarization [3, 4]. Therefore, dielectric materials with 
high Pr and the great difference between Ps and Pr will be 
prospective for high energy density storage applications 
[5].
 Ferroelectric Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 (NBT), which presents 
a room temperature perovskite rhombohedral structure, 
having high Curie temperature (Tc = 320 °C) and large 
saturated polarization (Ps > 40 μC∙cm-2), but large rem- 
nant polarization (Pr = 38 μC∙cm-2) unsatisfied for energy 
storage applications. However, a so-called antiferro-
electric (AFE)-like behavior due to an ergodic relaxor 
state at its depolarization temperature (Td = 220 °C) 
can constrict the P-E loops, and then a lower Pr will be 
obtained [6,7]. Accordingly, it is desirable to shift the 

Td down and then achieve an AFE-like behavior near 
room temperature in NBT meeting energy storage 
requirements [8]. Strontium titanate (SrTiO3, ST) is an 
ideal cubic perovskite structure at room temperature 
and experiences a cubic to tetragonal phase transition 
when the temperature drops to 110 K [9], which has been 
extensively studied to shift the Td downward to room 
temperature and then lower the remnant polarization Pr 
of NBT [10, 11]. Meanwhile, barium titanate (BaTiO3, 
BT) was reported to form unlimited solid solution with 
ST to have tunable dielectric properties [12, 13], as well 
as form morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) with NBT 
to enhance ferroelectric, piezoelectric and dielectric 
properties [14-16]. Actually, in our previous work, 
BT modified NBT-ST with a composition of 0.7NBT–
0.26ST–0.04BT was found to possess an optimized 
energy storage density and efficiency [17].
 On the other hand, manganese has been widely 
reported to improve ferroelectric, piezoelectric and/or 
dielectric properties of functional ceramics, regardless 
of the introduction form of manganese dioxide, manga-
nese carbonate or manganese nitrate, whether or not 
manganese enters the lattice in a stoichiometric ratio 
or remains at the grain boundary in an external form 
[18-21]. Therefore, in this work, we choose 0.7NBT–
0.26ST–0.04BT as the base material, while mangane-
se carbonate (MnCO3) is introduced with the purpose 
of modifying the microstructure and P-E behavior of 
the ceramics, thereby improving the energy storage 
characteristics.

Ps
γ = ∫   EdP

Pr
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EXPERIMENTAL

 Raw materials of 99.8 % Na2CO3, 99 % Bi2O3, 
99 % SrCO3, 99 % BaCO3, 98 % TiO2, and 99 % MnCO3 
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd., Shanghai, 
China were combined in our system 0.7(Na0.5Bi0.5)TiO3– 
–0.26SrTiO3–0.04BaTiO3 (0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT) + 
+ x mol. % MnCO3 (x = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) to prepare 
ceramic samples. The raw materials were weighed 
for each composition and ground for 24 h in zirconia 
ball mill at a speed of 120 rpm using ethanol medium. 
The mixture raw materials were calcined at 900 °C for 
3 h and then ground again for 24 h. After drying, the 
calcined powders were added to the polyvinyl alcohol 
solution (PVA, 5 wt. %) as a binder for granulation. 
Disks (13 mm in diameter by 1 mm thick) were formed 
by pressing at 120 ± 10 MPa and first preheating for 2 h 
at 650 °C to remove organic binders, and then sintering 
for 3 h between 1100 °C and 1200 °C in an ambient 
atmosphere with a heating rate of 5 °C∙min-1.
 X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8-Advance) analysis 
using CuKα radiation was carried to determine the 
phase structure of polished sintered ceramic samples. 
Data analysis was carried out by Rietveld refinement 
using GSAS program suite. The microstructural charac-
teristics of polished and thermally etched surface of 
sintered ceramics were observed by field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM-5610LV). 
For dielectric measurements, the specimens were poli-
shed to about 0.6 mm thick, and then painted with 
silver pastes on both sides firing for 20 min at 800 °C 
to form electrodes. Weak-field dielectric constant and 
loss at 1 kHz as a function of temperature from room 
temperature to 500 °C were measured by a precision 
impedance analyzer (HP4294A, Agilent), joining a con-
trolled-temperature cell. Room temperature polariza-
tion-electric field (P-E) loops were observed on a ra-
diant precision workstation (TRek model 609B) using 
standard Sawyer and Tower circuits. The loops were 
obtained by applying 10 Hz ac with a 60 kV∙cm-1 electric 
field to the specimens. By integrating the area between 
discharge curve and polarization axis of the P-E loop, 
the recoverable energy density and efficiency of the 
ceramic samples were evaluated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 The XRD patterns of 0.7NBT-0.26ST-0.04BT ce-
ramics with different manganese doping amount are 
shown in Figure 1a and b. It can be seen from Figure 1a 
that all samples are indexed a tetragonal perovskite main 
crystalline phase, and impurities are detected for the 
sample with x = 0.7 as marked by asterisks. Meanwhile, 
as seen from the enlarged (200)/(202) diffraction peaks 
shown in Figure 1b, no diffraction peak location shifting 
but gradually intensity weakening are observed for the 

ceramic samples with the increase of x value, indicating 
that doped manganese does not enter the crystal lattice 
but forms a liquid glass phase. Figure 1c shows the 
Rietveld refinement profile of pure 0.7NBT–0.26ST–
0.04BT ceramics. The best fitting between observed 
and calculated intensities are obtained with space group 
of P4bm in the tetragonal symmetry, and the lattice 
parameters are of a = b = 0.55284 nm and c = 0.39104 nm.
 Figure 2 gives the SEM micrographs of 0.7NBT–
0.26ST–0.04BT ceramics with different manganese 
doping amount. For pure 0.7NBT-0.26ST-0.04BT cera-
mics (x = 0), as shown in Figure 2a, small and uniform 
grains with the size of 1-3 μm are observed. However, 
after manganese doping (see Figures 2b-d), the grain 
growth is promoted up to ~10 μm of size, which should 
be due to formation of liquid phase by manganese 
doping and then promoting grain growth. Furthermore, 
for the manganese doped ceramic samples (see Figures 
2b-d), some small impurity particles can be seen on 
the grain surfaces or grain boundaries, and the number 
of impurity particles increases with the increase of 
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Figure 1.  XRD patterns of 0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT + x mol. % 
MnCO3 ceramics in 2θ ranges of: a) 20 to 80°, and b) 45.5 to 
47.5° (Figure 1c shows the Rietveld refinement profile of pure 
0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT ceramics).
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manganese doping amount. This is basically consistent 
with the results of XRD analysis in Figure 1. However, 
it should be noted that the presence of impurities is not 
detected in XRD analysis when x ≤ 0.5, which may be 
due to the fact that the content of impurities is low and 
does not reach the detection accuracy range of XRD 
technique.

b) x = 0.1

a) x = 0

Figure 2.  SEM micrographs of the polished and thermally etched surface of 0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT + x mol. % MnCO3 
ceramics: a) x = 0; b) x = 0.1; c) x = 0.3; d) x = 0.5; and e) x = 0.7.

e) x = 0.7

d) x = 0.5

c) x = 0.3
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Figure 3.  Temperature dependent dielectric constant and loss of 
0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT + x mol. % MnCO3 ceramics (mea- 
surement was performed at 1 kHz upon heating process).
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 The dielectric constant and loss as a function of 
temperature for 0.7NBT-0.26ST-0.04BT ceramics with 
different manganese doping amount are shown in Figu- 

re 3. Tm is assigned to a temperature at which the di-
electric constant reaches a maximum value [22, 23]. 
As seen from Figure 3, the Tm gradually in-creases 
a little with increasing x value, which may be related 
to the increase of impurities induced by increasing 
manganese doping amount as observed in Figure 2. In 
particular, the inflection point in the dielectric loss curve 
around room temperature can be gradually suppressed 
with increasing x value, and even flattened when x = 0.7. 
This phenomenon should be related to the pinning 
effect caused by glass and/or impurity phases at grain 
boundaries, since both analysis of XRD in Figure 1 and 
SEM in Figure 2 indicate the presence of glass and/or 
impurity phases.
 Figure 4 gives P-E loops of 0.7NBT–0.26ST–
0.04BT ceramics with different manganese doping 
amount. With the increase of x value, the P-E hystere- 
sis loops become more slanted and slim, accompanying 
with a gradually decrease of maximum polarization 

Figure 4.  Polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loops of 0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT + x mol. % MnCO3 ceramics: a) x = 0; b) 
x = 0.1; c) x = 0.3; d) x = 0.5; and e) x = 0.7.

e) x = 0.7

d) x = 0.5

c) x = 0.3
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(Pmax) and a minimum remnant polarization (Pr = 
= 5.51 μC cm-2) when x = 0.5. This is mainly due to the 
ferroelectric dilution of impurities and the pinning effect 
of grain boundary glass to main crystalline ferroelectric 
phase [24, 25].
 Figure 5 gives the calculated recoverable energy 
density and efficiency according to P-E hysteresis loops 
in Figure 4. The highest recoverable energy density 
(γ = 0.63 J cm-3) and efficiency (η = 65 %) are obtained 
for the ceramics with x = 0.5, which should be related to 
its slanted and slim P-E hysteresis loop with a relatively 
high Pmax and a minimum Pr shown in Figure 4. This 
ceramic should be a promising material for solid state 
compact pulsed power capacitors.

CONCLUSIONS

 In summary, MnCO3 was introduced to modify 
the structure and dielectric energy storage properties of 
0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT ceramics. The doped manga-
nese should not enter the crystal lattice but forms a liquid 
glass phase and impurities, then dilute or suppress the 
dielectric and ferroelectric properties of the ceramics. 
For 0.7NBT–0.26ST–0.04BT ceramics doping with 
0.5 mol. % MnCO3, a slanted and slim P-E hysteresis 
loop with a relatively high Pmax and a minimum Pr is 
obtained, leading to an optimized recoverable energy 
storage density (γ = 0.63 J∙cm-3) and efficiency (η = 65 %) 
beneficial for solid state power capacitor applications.
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